Baselines & Benchmarks

Simultaneous Edge Alignment and Learning

CASENet: Network from [1] trained with instance-sensitive edge labels.
CASENet-S: CASENet with loss replaced to regular sigmoid cross-entropy loss.
CASENet-C: CASENet-S trained on labels preprocessed by dense-CRF following [3].
SEAL: The proposed learning framework trained with a CASENet backbone.
MF: Maximum F-measure (ODS). Thin: Evaluation with thinned GT and prediction.
Raw: Evaluation with unthinned GT (same width as train label) and original prediction.
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Introduction

Previous Related Work

Several existing edge/boundary detection problems:

CNN-based Edge Detection

Mask Refinement via CRF

Edge Matching

Instance Mask Learning

Experimental Results (SBD)
MF scores on the SBD test set. Results are measured by %.
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MF scores on the re-annotated SBD test set. Results are measured by %.

The Vanilla SEAL Framework
Semantic Edges

Category-Aware SEs

Notations & Fundamentals

Edge Prior/Net Likelihood

Learning

Problem Transform

Assumption: Edge in
is generated from
those in
through one-to-one assignment.

Research Motivation

Definition: Let

Step 1: Update network parameters.

Noisy label learning: Automatic alignment of edge labels

Instance-insensitive MF scores.

, then:

The constrained optimization problem in
Step 2 can be transformed into a bipartite
graph min-cost assignment problem, and
solved by a standard solver:

Step 2: Update aligned edge labels.
Theorem: The minimizer of the assignment
problem is also a minimizer of the constrained optimization problem in Step 2.

Learning to directly predict sharp/crisp boundaries

Biased Gaussian Kernel and Markov Prior
Motivation and Formulation

Comparison of GT, CASENet, CASENet-S, CASENet-C and SEAL.

MF scores on the Cityscapes validation set. Results are measured by %.

Given the new edge prior model, the aligned edge label update steps can be reformulated as solving the following assignment problem with the cost consisting a unary term and a pairwise term:

Vanilla SEAL

SEAL with BGK and MP

Graphical illustration

The new edge prior with biased Gaussian kernel and Markov prior can be written as:

where

and

We then propose an iterative-conditional mode
like algorithm to approximate the solution:

GT refinement comparison.

Experimental Results (Cityscapes)

Optimization for Assignment with Pairwise Cost

Solving the assignment with pairwise dependencies is difficult. As a result we decouple the pairwise term as follows:

SBD test set re-annotation.

Iterative Approximation Algorithm

Repeat Assign and Update steps multiple times.
Qualitative comparison of GT, CASENet, CASENet-S, and SEAL, and the
visualization of edge alignment on Cityscapes.

